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Opens with the sound of crushing sand and the image of the sand, little sand storm
After the storm passes we see a child playing joyfully in the sand, he’s later joined by another
child
They play for a while until…they are over shadowed by two bigger boys.
The boys playing in the sand look up slowly (worms eye view.. boys standing with arms folded)
Big boys cough and then cloud of dust arises and then a shot of the smaller boy running
away…the other boy looks on in disbelief and a bit of confusion
Close up of the bigger boys’ faces as they gesture “This is our sand pit”
Smaller boy gestures that he refuses to leave the sand pit and sits put.
He (smaller boy) tries to get his friend to stay but he chickens out and runs off.
The small boy is surprised at his friend’s reaction.
This upsets the bigger boys and so they become more menacing in thei r demeanor and decide
to get rid of the boy physically. This results in a scuffle. And he was removed from the sand pit
by force.
The bigger boys start destroying what was built in the sand pit.
The small boy decides to avenge them. But whilst on this relentless quest for revenge many
other kids offer their assistance, and he arrogantly rejects as he pursues his quest to get back at
the boys who took away his joy of the sandpit.
His plan to get back at the boys is to ambush them with a bucket filled with water balloons. He
does this with anger in his heart and his is victorious. The big boys retreat and he claims the
sandpit once again.
Only to find a soaking wet sandpit and isolated by the other friends who tried to assist him.
He looks around him only to find destruction physically and emotionally: Because the good
thing he tried to do has had both negative and positive effects but the most is negative: when
he got rid of the big boys it negatively affected him because now he can’t play in the sandpit
anyway because and doesn’t have any friend to play with.
This sudden realization hit him hard.

